Current Process

Students practice  Coaches report  Compliance reviews  Students validate

At the end of a month, coaches report all athletically related hours for their athletes, such as practices, to compliance who will review then send it to the students for validation.

Problem

- Coach reporting is performed manually
- Logs are prone to human input error
- Current app has no compliance verification

Solution

**Jumo** is a web application that simplifies athletic activity hour logging. Coaches use RFID readers and cards to automate reporting. With a single tap of a card, any human error that used to exist is eliminated and **hour logging is now instantaneous**.

Jumo doesn't just benefit the coaches, it also eases the burden on compliance officers. When it comes time to review the hours for any NCAA violations, compliance officers can view the **pre-identified and flagged violation reports**.

How it Works

- Create sub-groups
- Tap RFID to log hours
- Review
- Submit

View summary of athlete practices
View the violations that were committed, when, and by whom
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